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Quite some goals, targets and indicators…

• 17 goals 
• 169 targets 
• 231 unique indicators. 

• Please note that the total number of indicators listed in the global indicator 
framework of SDG indicators is 247. However, twelve indicators repeat under 
two or three different targets.



Mainstreaming and Localising

• Mainstreaming – making sure national policies etc. refer 
appropriately to SDGs, making sure principles, priorities, 
targets, conceptualization concur with international 
practice.

• Localising – two options:
• Prioritize SDGs without adapting indicators, targets
• Prioritize SDGs but possibly adapt indicators, targets



Somalia is doing quite well, but ….

• Virtually all policy and strategy documents refer to SDGs
• But not always consistent, and sometimes it looks a bit like ‘compliance’
• Targets are not uniformly set, and prioritization is not always strong

• Many policy documents set targets that divert from international 
targets, adapting somehow to local circumstances

• Data is often insufficient
• Projections and modeling is often impossible
• Hence, targets become more like an ‘aspirational’ value



Somalia is trailing at the bottom of global lists

In virtually all indicators, Somalia is at the bottom of the list.
This is mainly due to decades of conflict, resulting in destroyed 
infrastructure and governance systems. Conflict continues to disrupt 
society.
The agenda is overwhelming – almost every area needs improvement.
Somali society is deeply divided, which makes it complicated to agree 
and set priorities.
Somalia is very prone to natural disasters (climate change).



What is underlying the challenges?
• Somalia is a complex development context

• Weak evidence link between action and result realization
• Multiple actors whose intentions are not always understood
• Multiple actors, factors and processes that influence outcomes and 

interactions not fully understood
This makes (linear) prediction of results very difficult, if not impossible

• Most action that are proposed depend on government capabilities
• But government has limited capability (budget, staff, reach,….)
> This leads to change action that is bound to fail

• Many actors conceptualize development using different concepts
• Including fragility, stabilization, vulnerability, security/peace, sustainability, 

poverty, ….
> This leads to confusion and overlapping, non-coordinated action



Why are the SDGs interesting?

• It is the global agenda: 
• alignment to global initiatives makes priority setting easier and links to global 

actors more conducive
• It is a comprehensive agenda, touches upon most of the Somalia 

development challenges:
• This makes political and executive profiling easier

• Global SDG platforms with lots of advice and solution proposals:
• Not everything has to be developed from scratch

SDGs can be used much stronger to create a common agenda in Somalia



What’s next?
• Commitment (political/administrative) to SDGs is good, but not very 

operational….
• Need to develop stronger visioning future based on SDG intentions

• Short-term thinking dominates development debate in Somalia
• Need clear ‘principled’ choices (e.g. inclusion, poverty, energy,….)

• Need to move away from linear development thinking to ‘systems thinking’
• Not only banking on Government 
• Strengthen understanding of ‘eco-system’ functioning (actors, factors, processes). 
• Do not use single entry concepts to describe development reality 

• Data is insufficient
• Need to accelerate the collection of administrative data
• Need to develop more innovative data tools



How does this link to leadership?
• Whose interests are public servants serving?

• Issues clan affiliation, nepotism, corruption,…..

• What primes policy?
• Is it political sexy or based on evidence?
• Is it good for fund mobilization or good for the people?

• Who owns the policy?
• Is it personal, a team, ministerial, shared across 

government, or ‘’larger’ society?

• Who realizes the policy outcomes?
• It is personal, team, government, many different actors, 

…..

The ‘Leadership’ Characteristics of Public 
Servants are significant:
Public servants are to serve the public good. 

They are to contribute without prejudice and 
burden to improve society.

They are to demonstrate transparency and 
honest behavior in their actions.

They are to implement the political vision of 
the political leadership.

…….



Some questions for possible debate…

• What can the civil servants do to stimulate a longer term political 
vision based on the SDGs?

• What would need to be done to ensure civil service is non-politized 
and non-affiliated?

• What can the civil service do to realize the SDGs taking into 
consideration that the money to invest is not there.
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